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Film France promotes France for filming, animation, VFX and post-production.

We are the first stop for production companies and individuals prepping to film in France. 
We rely on a network of 40 local film commissions throughout the country that offer free 
information on locations, local crews and facilities. 

Film France provides assistance with financing your project in France: coproduction and the 
whole support system as well as the tax rebate for international production, assessing the 
script in the light of the cultural tests and giving you further details about eligible expenses.

We also help you contact the appropriate agencies regarding locations, filming permits, as 
well as information concerning working here as non-EU citizen, labor rates, studio facilities, 
post-production facilities, VFX-vendors, animators, suppliers and talents. 

Do not hesitate to talk to us about your project long in advance! We are present at events 
such as the Cannes Film Festival, the Berlinale, the AFCI Locations & Global Finance Show 
in Los Angeles, as well as other markets and professional meetings throughout the world 
every year. 

Film France is a state-funded agency, supported by the CNC (the National Center for 
Cinema).

FILM FRANCE

www.filmfrance.net
film@filmfrance.net

9 rue du Château d’Eau, F-75010 Paris 
tel : +33 1 53 83 98 90

Valérie Lépine-Karnik - CEO
valerie@filmfrance.net 

Melanie Chebance - Head of producers’ relation
melanie@filmfrance.net
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TOP REASONS TO WORK WITH FRANCE

France offers, more than ever, US producers a strong and cost-effective 
opportunity as a production base for their projects.

1. Tax Rebate for International Production (TRIP):
a tailored incentive for your projects 
From Jan 1st, 2017, the international scheme applies to projects that spend 
as much as 250 000 euros in French eligible spend! The rate is at 30% and 
the cap per project is at €30 million ($31.7 million) - There is no annual cap 
for the scheme!
It applies to both animated and live-action projects, including TV web-se-
ries, VR and feature films. French-based VFX and post-production expen-
ditures are eligible.

US companies such as Warner Bros. (Dunkirk, Hugo), Universal (Sing, The 
Minions), Dreamworks Animation (Captain Underpants 2017), Alcon Enter-
tainment (Blade Runner 2049), Marvel (Thor), DC Entertainment (Red 2), Li-
onsgate (Hunger Games), Paramount (Sherlock Gnomes 2018), Disney (The 
Hundred Foot Journey, Princess Sofia), Amazon (Casanova, The Cosmopoli-
tans), Netflix (F is for Family) already chose France for parts of their produc-
tions and enjoyed the tax incentive.

2. Currency rate
On top of the 30% rebate, the euro still stands at a record low level, makes 
France an extremely attractive destination for US.

3. An unbelievable and affordable range of filming locations
France enjoys a breathtaking range of locations, from mountains to surf 
spots, from deserted old volcano landscapes to idyllic coastal locations 
such as the Riviera, on mainland France as well as the overseas territories. 
An amazing number of historical monuments can satisfy the needs of any 
period film, thriller, future apocalyptic drama or romantic comedy.

As for affordability, you can shoot at world famous landmarks, such near 
the Eiffel Tower in daylight or Notre Dame Cathedral for free! You will not 
be charged for shooting on the streets of Paris, as opposed to in some 
other capitals.

4. State of the art facilities
Top level facilities, including studios, digital labs and VFX houses that have 
worked on major productions such as The Dark Knight, Harry Potter, The 
Smurfs 2, Avatar, The Minions, Thor or more recently Pablo Larraín’s Jackie, 
filmed in one Paris Studio. 
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TOP REASONS TO WORK WITH FRANCE

5. Security and transport
France has a great domestic transportation network with motorways and 
high-speed trains, excellent international flight connections. Since Novem-
ber 2015, priority has been given to security with wider powers granted to 
the various forces tasked with protecting the population, including workers 
and tourists. France remains one of the world top destinations for travelers.

6. Dedication to filmmaking and the quality of crews
Skilled talents and highly trained crews contribute every year to the pro-
duction of 300 features, as well as more than 5000 hours of television 
shows in France.

They work fast with a spirit of initiative, which seduces even the most de-
manding directors such as Woody Allen, Stephen Frears, Lasse Hallström, 
Doug Liman, Christopher Nolan, Martin Scorsese, Steven Soderbergh, 
among others.

Solutions are available to fit all budgets, at all price ranges, from big movies 
such as Besson’s blockbuster Lucy to small-crew low-budget filmmaking. 

7. Renowned training
France offers a large number of specialized cinema and TV training pro-
grams.
In 2016 Les Gobelins ranked number 1 animation school worldwide for the 
second year (animationcareerreview). 
Every year, French graduates are massively hired by the most influential 
US animation studios. Their talent contributed to the success of the 3D 
computer-animated Despicable Me franchise animated in the Paris-based 
studio Illumination Mac Guff.

The Femis is one of the most notable cinema schools. Attendees include 
budding filmmakers such as last year’s Academy Award Nominee Deniz 
Gamze Ergüven for Mustang, for best foreign language film.

8. Dedicated agencies to provide assistance to non-French productions
The Film France network with its 40 local film commissions throughout 
the country offers free information on locations, crews, labor rates and fa-
cilities.



Photos credits
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie © Jérôme Plon
Maupassant © S. Vasselin
Maar © Magnétic Films
Death in Paradise © Red Planet Pictures
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FRENCH KEY FIGURES 
• 212,6 million admissions
• Around 5000 hours of TV programming produced yearly
• Between 260 and 300 French films, including 142 co-productions produced yearly
• In 2016: 36 projects qualified for the TRIP (Tax Rebate for International Production), in-

cluding 13 features and 24 TV or web series. Among them one short film, 2 pilots, 2 VFX 
projects and 2 VR films. 5 projects are under one million euro budget.

TAX REBATE FOR INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS 

VALUE
• The tax rebate amounts to 30% of the eligible pre-tax expenditures
• The tax rebate is capped at €30 million per project 
• Eligible expenditures are taken into account at up to 80% of the total budget 

ACCESSING FRENCH TRIP
The TRIP is available for companies that:
• are subject to corporate income tax in France.
• act as the production services company for the sequences filmed or made in France.

The company can thus be specialized in servicing, or be a regular production company or 
an animation / visual effects studio, a subsidiary of the UK or US producer, a SPV, etc.
A list of French active PSC can be obtained from Film France (www.filmfrance.net).

QUALIFYING PRODUCTIONS
To qualify to the TRIP, a project must:
• be a fiction film (live action or animation, feature film, TV, web, VR, short film, TV special, 

single or several episodes of a series, or a whole season…).
• pass a cultural test.
• shoot at least 5 days in France for live-action production (unless VFX/ post).

Live-action VFX projects are eligible to the TRIP provided:
15% of the shots, or on average one and a half shots per minute, are digitally processed (on 
the whole film).
AND
more that 50% of the French spend is VFX/post-production expenditures.

MINIMUM SPEND REQUIREMENT :
A minimum of €250K (or at least 50% of the production budget, whichever is lowest)
must be spent on French qualifying expenditures.

NOT QUALIFYING PRODUCTIONS
Non scripted, factual, documentaries and commercials. 
French projects cannot qualify to the International Tax Rebate. 

WORKING WITH FRANCE
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HOW TO APPLY
Provisional qualification
The French production services company (PSC) applies for a provisional qualification at the 
CNC. The application needs to include at the minimum a signed preliminary production 
service agreement (PSA). Application file is available at www.cnc.fr/web/fr/c2i.
Film France assesses the eligibility of each project. When the project meets all the eligible 
criteria, a committee at the CNC grants the applicant a provisional qualification.

Final qualification
The PSC must apply for final qualification, sending along the filled-out file a dvd of the fin-
ished film, maximum 24 months after the last French spend.

Collecting the international tax rebate
The tax authorities may pay the tax rebate before final qualification has been received. At 
the end of each fiscal year, the PSC must get a statutory auditor to certify the yearly produc-
tion accounts and send them to the tax authorities. A refund is issued by the French State 
to the extent the production tax credit exceeds the company’s tax liability. The TRIP is tax 
and VAT exempt.

TRIP cash flow
As soon as provisional qualification has been obtained, banks are legally allowed to mon-
etize this refundable tax credit so that the production company can get the money earlier.

QUALIFYING EXPENDITURES
To be eligible, expenditures mentioned hereafter must be incurred in France by the PSC 
who has submitted the TRIP application for the project. Qualifying expenditures start at the 
date of reception of the provisional application by the CNC. 

The tax rebate is maximum €30 million and 30% of the following pre-tax expenditures:
• Salaries paid to French or EU direction and production staff (wages and incidentals) in-

cluding the related social contributions (French payslips) (NO CAP).
• Animation & VFX team members (NO CAP).
• Renting locations (non-classified residences are not eligible) and constructing sets.
• Expenditures incurred to specialized companies for technical goods and services based 

in France (including VFX / Animation / Post-production facilities).
• Accommodation, catering, transport of materials and travel of cast and crew.
Wages of actors are capped at the minimum set in the relevant collective bargaining agree-
ments.

For further details, please refer to the Film France’s Incentives Guide (www.filmfrance.
net) or the Film France / CNC Tax Rebate for International Production brochures (www.
cnc.fr). 

WORKING WITH FRANCE
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Recent live action films and TV series shot in France
The Affair, Showtime networks, series, season 3  
Jackie, by Pablo Larraín
Ab Fab - the Movie, by Mandie Fletcher
Befikre, by Aditya Chopra
Bastille Day, by James Watkins 
Our Kind of Traitor, by Susanna White
Hunger Games, Mockingjay part 1 & 2, by Francis Lawrence
The Program, by Stephen Frears
Tamasha, by Ali Imtiaz
The Hundred Foot Journey, by Lasse Hallström
Lucy, by Luc Besson
Midnight in Paris & Magic in the Moonlight, by Woody Allen
Versailles, Capa Drama, TV series, season 1-2 (UK: BBC2 / US: Ovation)
Death In Paradise, Red Planet, TV series, season 1-6 (UK: BBC 1)
The Tunnel, Kudos, TV series, season 1-3 (UK: Sky Atlantic / US: PBS)
The Last Panthers, Haut et Court TV/ Warp Films, TV series, season 1 (US: Sundance TV)
Spiral, Son et Lumière, TV series, season 1-4 (UK: BBC4)
The Returned (Fr), Haut et Court TV, season 1-2 (US: Sundance TV)

Soon to be released – shot in France
Dunkirk, by Christopher Nolan
Riviera, by Neil Jordan, TV series (UK: Sky Atlantic, spring 2017)
Thirst Street, by Nathan Silver
50 Shades Freed, by James Foley
Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets, by Luc Besson

Recent animation features and series made in France
Sing, Illumination MacGuff studio (Fr), Universal (US)
F is for Family, Gaumont Animation (Fr), Netflix (US), season 1 & 2
Skylanders Academy, TeamTo (Fr), Blue Dragon (US)
Secret Life of Pets, Illumination MacGuff studio (Fr), Universal (US)
Captain Underpants, Ouido Productions (Fr), Dreamworks Animation LLC (US)
Arcane Strife, pilot, Fortiche production (Fr), Riot Games (US)
Despicable 1 & 2, Illumination MacGuff studio (Fr), Universal (US)
The Lorax, Illumination MacGuff studio (Fr), Universal (US)
The Minions, Illumination MacGuff studio (Fr), Universal (US)
My Life As a Zucchini, Rita Production/Blue Spirit/Gebeka (Fr)
The Little Prince, Onyx Films / Mikros Image (Fr)
Mune, Onyx Films / Mikros Image (Fr)
Adama, studio Pinpangai (Fr)

VFX made in France
References of French companies include VFX shots made in France in features such as Twin Peaks (David 
Lynch), Avatar (J. Cameron), Birdman (A.G. Inarritu), Dark Shadows (T. Burton), The Grand Master (Wong 
Kar-Wai), Life of Pi (A. Lee), Lucy (L. Besson), Thor (K. Brannagh).

VR
Exciting French VR experiences such as I, Philip (Okio Studio), Notes on Blindness: into darkness (Ex-Nihilo/
Audiogaming) or Firebird - La Peri (Innerspace VR) as well as non-French projects as Assassins’s Amnesia, 
directed by Julio Medem, are made in French VR studios.

MADE IN FRANCE
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ILE-DE-FRANCE FILM COMMISSION

The Ile-de-France Film Commission facilitates filming in the region by offering film crews 
the best work conditions and production framework. It facilitates the setting up of French 
and foreign co-productions so as to make its territory a prime location for international pro-
ductions.

From the Chateau of Versailles to the Villa Savoye, a modern house by LeCorbusier, from 
train stations, small and large, to airports, from justice courts, police stations and army 
grounds to the Louvre and Orsay museums, enjoy shooting in the most renown locations 
of France, or on the streets of Paris, or in the quaint suburbs, or in the wheat fields of the 
outskirts of the region. Come and check us out ! 

Contact:  Stéphane Martinet deputy-director 
stephane.martinet@idf-film.com / C: +33 6 85 72 74 96
www.idf-film.com/en/
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GUADELOUPE FILM COMMISSION

French territory Guadeloupe and its Film Commission are a critical stop for foreign production 
companies and individuals preparing to film in the Caribbean area. Guadeloupe, the core of the 
Caribbean area, allows you to access its funding wherever you are from. 

The Guadeloupe Regional Film Commission (GFC) structure has become a mainspring for the 
cinema and audiovisual sector, helping to mobilize production resources talent and crew, pro-
viding the industry with substantial growth prospects.

GFC provides free assistance with contacting appropriate agencies regarding immigration/
work permits and filming permits, as well as information regarding labour rates, locations, pro-
duction and post-production facilities, suppliers. Nowhere else in Europe will you find such a 
large diversity of locations combined in such a small territory. Guadeloupe attracts all types of 
production, magazines, short films, and more and more feature films. 

BBC One and France 2 have chosen Guadeloupe as exclusive location for Franco-British series 
“Death in Paradise”. This substantial 5 year production cumulates each year 104 days of shoot-
ing involving over 1,000 extras and 79 local technicians and is broadcasted in 77 countries...

The development strategy of the Guadeloupe Region is to function as a network. As President 
of the Association of the Caribbean Film Commissions (a widely representative industry group 
that has members from 10 countries in the Caribbean), Guadeloupe is a mainspring between 
this region and Europe. This cooperation scheme allows producers to have a single relay, en-
abling them to access resources to shoot around the Caribbean.

The Guadeloupe Region ceiling of financing is 500 000 euros for feature films. 

Contact: Tony Coco-viloin / C: +590 690 495 649 / guadeloupefilm@cr-guadeloupe.fr  
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MARSEILLE FILM COMMISSION

The Marseille Film Commission was set up by the city of Marseille to encourage the 
development of cinematographic and audio-visual activities in the city. It provides a free 
service to welcome, inform and establish relationships with local resources..

• Welcomes and accompanies French and foreign production companies throughout the var-
ious project development phases

• Helps to prepare location scouting; the Marseille Film Commission lists the city’s locations
• Provides filming permits
• Establishes relationships between the production companies and the various local 

resources, aided by the grid set between the city services, the Aix-Marseille Metropole, as 
well as private administrators.

The Marseille Film Commission helps to promote Marseille to French and foreign professionals 
in the cinematographic and audio-visual sector in order to generate economic progress while 
encouraging tourism and media coverage.

Contact: Stéphane Rizzo
Promotion Unit Manager 
srizzo@mairie-marseille.fr
C: +33 6 32 28 90 74
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AGENCE FILM REUNION

Agence Film Réunion (Reunion Film Agency) was set up in 2001 and is a member of the 
“Film France” national network. It represents Reunion Island’s audio-visual, film and multi-
media sector on international markets.

Agence Film Réunion is in charge of arranging filming on the island and helping project 
managers. It also promotes the territory and supports the local audio-visual, film and multi-
media sector through the development of companies and talents. It contributes to increas-
ing the quality of productions and reception services on the island, and seeks to promote 
such services through mainland France, in the Indian Ocean area and abroad.

ILE DE LA REUNION

Agence Film RéunionContact:  Edy Payet
edy.payet@agencefilmreunion.com / C:+262 6 92 099 974
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BLICK PRODUCTIONS

Blick Productions is an international film production company based in Paris founded by Maria 
Blicharska in December 2015 as a result of 12 years of international experience in production. Blick 
Productions aims to produce European movies and provide service production for shootings in 
France and worldwide. Multicultural and open on the world, it commits to high quality artistic 
projects for an international audience.
 
In January 2016, Blick Productions joined the production of the large scale movie Kantor by Jan 
Hryniak, a biopic of the famous Polish artist and theater director, covering over 50 years of his life. 

In 2017, we have provided shootings in France for European TV channels. We’re also working with 
independent producers on author films developing international co-productions (animations and 
feature films). Thanks to our second company based in Poland (Donten & Lacroix Films, which is 
a regular partner for shootings of S. Spielberg USC Shoah Foundation), we have also important 
experience working with US producers in Europe.

For more info please check our websites : www.blickproductions.fr / www.dontenlacroix.eu

Contact: Maria Blicharska / mariab@blickproductions.fr / C: +33 6 99 30 85 17
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DUM DUM Films, founded by Arnaud Borges is, since 2005, the leader company in film 
editing equipment (image and sound) in Europe.

The company, ideally located in the center of Paris, offers 34 furnished editing rooms 
equipped with AVID V8 System and 50 Avid stations which can be placed everywhere in 
the world. Working on an average of 80 motion pictures per year, 2016 is again prolific with 
no less than 50 motion pictures for the first semester. 

As well as creating companies in many co-producers countries such as Belgium, Luxem-
burg , Germany, USA and Canada, DUM DUM Films is also diversifying its activity to image 
management workflow during shooting and Protools editing sound station rental.

Contact: Arnaud Borges / arnaud@dumdumfilms.com / C: +33 6 07 09 10 44

Key customers list:
U.G.C • GAUMONT • ALBERTINE PRODUCTIONS • EPITHETES FILMS • LEGENDE  • ZAZI 
FILMS • LES PRODUCTIONS DU TRESOR • CHAPKA • U-FILM • NEXUS • CHAPTER II • 
ESKWAD • SCOOP INVEST • LES FILMS DU KIOSQUE • PAN EUROPEENNE • MANDARIN 
CINEMA • 2.4.7 FILMS • FIDELITE • ADAMA PRODUCTION • EUROPA CORP • RAFFAELLA 
PRODUCTIONS INC • SBS  • LES FILMS DU 24 • LA PETITE REINE • VENDOME

DUM DUM FILMS 
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Since debuting on the Parisian production scene in 2014, Filmar Production has set itself 
apart from the rest. We think global, but act local. 

Our international team and philosophy enables us to easily adapt to any situation and chal-
lenge, which has been rewarded with a wide range of projects: feature films, television se-
ries, commercials, etc.  We work with Academy Award winning technicians and well-re-
nowned production supply companies to ensure that everything we produce is of the 
highest quality. 

With international productions come international budgets. Luckily, our strong relationship 
with the CNC and Film France allows us to take full advantage of the TRIP Tax rebate when 
fulfilling international production demands. We do not want to simply meet expectations; 
we aim to blow them away. 

Contact: Filip Trad  / Filip@filmar.fr
USA C: +1 (310) 740 7455 / FR C: +33 6 8263 4941

FILMAR PRODUCTION
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Froggie Production was created in Paris in 2000, and provides production services for TV, 
feature films and commercials. 

In collaboration with our US partner companies, we’re focusing on producing high-quality 
international shoots for studios and networks - NBC, ABC, Fox (“Covert Affairs”, “Parks and 
Recreation”, “Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.”, “Perception”, “Royal Pains”, “Hannibal”, “Heroes Reborn”, 
“Baskets”, etc.), working with directors like Doug Liman or Joss Whedon. 

From our offices in Paris and Marseille, and thanks to a network of other local production 
companies in Europe and north Africa, we specialize in producing spectacular shoots with 
compact crews and low overheads, allowing us to maximize the production value of our 
locations.

Contact: Xavier Roy - Line Producer 
C: +33 609 91 93 78  / prod@froggie-production.com

FROGGIE PRODUCTION
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FULLDAWA FILMS

Operating since 2004 in Paris and Los Angeles, we strive to push your vision beyond the 
boundaries of story telling and advertising.
American, Asian & European coproductions increasingly part of our line up, from films shoot-
ing in France in need of full production services as well as tax rebates, to being the European 
counterpart to American and foreign films with an international appeal. 
We pride ourselves on being a team with solid experience, with long lasting relationships with 
our multi-disciplinary filmmakers & crew. 
Fulldawa Films seeks to assist companies at every stage of production, from helping produc-
ers, investors, agencies and brands to set up their film productions. 

Contact: David Atrakchi / david@fulldawaprod.com / C:+1 310 729 2215

BBC FILMS

UNIVERSAL

WEINSTEIN COMPANY
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PRODUCTIONS AU CLAIR DE LUNE

Productions au Clair de Lune provides production services, particularly in the North of France. 
From castles to landscapes, from seaside to vineyards and mines, we can manage all types of 
sets for you in the North of France with precise knowledge of artistic needs, locations, transport 
or legal issues. 
We manage TV commercials & fiction films or fiction TV series and Virtual Reality projects. 
We are close to our local crew, location manager, catering and SFX & VFX specialists. We also 
work closely with our local partners: post-production services, studios and film commission. 
We can provide you with economic solutions ranging from low to high budget fiction films. First 
and foremost, you can count on our experience, efficiency and reliability.

All the French tradition in one place!
Special offer by Air France for your first recce this year

Contact: Philippe Buchet / philippe@productionsclairdelune.com / C: +33 6 61 57 84 06

These movies were all shot in the North of France: 
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Peninsula Film, is a Production Service Company, registered in 2000 with the CNC. 
It’s principal activities are based both in Paris and the South of France where it benefits from a 
close relationship with Jake Productions domiciled in Monte Carlo.

Since 2000 when the vision of Peninsula Film took shape, we continue to bring together multi 
national moviemakers who had a desire to shoot in France. Our first co-production in 2002 “The 
Dreamers”, directed by Bernardo Bertolucci set the framework and standards that we continue 
to expect to maintain. With a change of management in 2004, Peninsula Film focused solely 
on an increasingly important International Production Service market Be it a major Hollywood 
Studio production, or an equally challenging low budget indie production, a TV series, or a 
commercial, we look to tailor solutions to meet your expectations and fit the budget.

Today, Peninsula Film deals with : Universal Studios, Warner Bros., Legendary, Columbia, 
Paramount TV, Lionsgate, 20Th Century Fox, HBO, Jerry Bruckheimer Films, WaltDisney, Sky, 
BBC and a number of indie companies. Peninsula Film has grown up quickly and more and 
more is now recognised in the film business as the reference in Production Servicing in France.

Contact : John Bernard – Executive Producer /  jb@monaco.mc / C:+33 6 09 45 62 62

PENINSULA FILM
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VISIT VFX-FRANCE.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FRENCH VFX

MAC GUFF
Rodolphe Chabrier  / rodchab@gmail.com / C: +33 6 8820 0278 

MATHEMATIC
Alexandre Pagot  / apagot@mathematic.tv / C: +1 514 575 0086 

France is in the Air ©Air France/BETC, VFX by Mathematic Studio

Vape Wave ©Media Screen, VFX by Mac Guff
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VISIT VFX-FRANCE.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FRENCH VFX

VFX by

© Fidèlité Production
Contact : Gilles Gaillard

gga@mikrosimage.eu

MIKROS
Gilles Gaillard  / gga@mikrosimage.eu / C: +33 6 6449 4103 

L’Odyssée ©Fidélité Production, VFX by Mikros

PERSISTANT STUDIOS – POPCORNFX
Maxime Dumas  / mdumas@popcornfx.com / C: +33 7 8392 9621 

Björk Digital : Notget VRX, ©Rewind, VFX by Persistant Studios-Popcorn FX
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VISIT VFX-FRANCE.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FRENCH VFX

SOLIDANIM
Isaac Partouche / isaac@solidanim.com / C: +1 (310) 404-9190 

Rogue One ©Walt Disney Pictures, Previs by SolidAnim

On-set Previs Solution

Contact : 
Isaac Partouche
Solidtrack technologies inc.
111 Maryland street, El Segundo Los Angeles
Mobile : +1 (310) 404-9190 
Fixed-line : +1 (310) 414-0717 
Mail : isaac@solidanim.comMail : isaac@solidanim.com
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THE YARD VFX
Laurens Ehrmann - President & Visuel Effects Supervisor 
laurens@theyard-vfx.com / C: +33 688 035 551
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VISIT VFX-FRANCE.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FRENCH VFX

TRIMARAN VFX
Olivier Emery / olivier.emery@trimaran.com  / C: +33 620 984 159

Soldat Blanc ©Breakout Films, VFX by TRIMARAN VFX. 

UMEDIA VFX PARIS
Mikael Tanguy / mikael.tanguy@umedia.eu / C: +33 (0)6 70 36 27 17

Marseille ©Federation Entertainment and © Netflix, VFX by Umedia VFX Paris
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270  trained crew members
(of which 50% speak three languages)

15% off labor cost thanks to fringes
reduction programs (called LODEOM)

30% tax rebate for international

1  regional audiovisual training program

2  ambitious TV and film fun

1  Film commission
available 24/7

1  outstanding welcome

1  international film and TV market
(le Fémi)

8  film festivals

8  million viewers every week

A powerful 
and efficient 
caribbean 

wide network

Be bold, be unusual, Be inspired by Guadeloupe
with Death in Paradise

Commission régionale du film de Guadeloupe
Téléphone : 06.90.49.56.49

guadeloupefilm@cr-guadeloupe.fr
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